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1 Introduction

Financial bubbles and crises are potent reminders of how far investors’ behaviour may

deviate from perfect rationality. Many behavioural biases of individual investors are

now well documented, such as the propensity for trend following or extrapolative ex-

pectations (Greenwood and Shleifer, 2014), herding behavior (Cipriani and Guarino,

2014), disposition effect (Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2001), home bias (Solnik and Zuo,

2012), over and underreaction to news (Barber and Odean, 2008); see Barberis and

Thaler (2003) and Barber and Odean (2013) for comprehensive overviews.

A well established fact about individual trading behaviour which is in stark contrast

with the predictions of rational models is the tendency of individual investors to trade

too much (Odean, 1999). Many investors trade actively, speculatively, and to their

detriment. Odean (1999), Barber and Odean (2000), Odean and Barber (2011) and

Barber et al. (2009) among others show that the average return of individual investors

is well below the return of standard benchmarks and that the more active traders usually

perform worse on average. In other words, these investors would do a lot better if they

traded less. Moreover, as noted in Barber and Odean (2013), individual investors make

systematic, not random, buying and selling decisions.

Based on the empirical evidence mentioned above, the goal of this paper is to study

the emergence of excess trading in an experimental financial market where trading is

clearly detrimental for investors’ wealth. We aim to gain a deeper understanding not

only of why agents trade, but also how correlated is their activity. In particular, we

want to study whether synchronisation of trading activity leads to unstable market

behaviour, such as crashes driven by panic, herding and cascade effects.

Market laboratory experiments now have a rather long history. The most influen-

tial paradigm for multi-period laboratory asset markets was developed in Smith et al.

(1988). The asset traded in their experiment has a known finite life span and pays a

stochastic dividend at the end of each period. The fundamental value of the asset falls

deterministically over time, and lacking a terminal value the asset expires worthless.

A salient result is that asset prices in the experimental markets follow a “bubble and

crash” pattern which is similar to speculative bubbles observed in real world markets.1

This seminal work has spawned a large number of replications and follow-ups, see Palan

1In fact, Smith (2010) blames a failure of backward induction for the existence of bubbles in these
simple experimental markets and he suggests that “price bubbles were a consequence of . . . homegrown
expectations of prices rising”. Oechssler (2010) shares this view and argues that “backward induction
is only useful when there is a finite number of periods which most asset markets don’t have. Subjects
are told that they trade assets on a market so they probably expect to see something similar to what they
see on real markets: stochastic processes with increasing or at least constant trend in most cases.” See
e.g. Noussair and Powell (2010), Giusti et al. (2012), Breaban and Noussair (2014) and Stöckl et al.
(2015) for previous experimental studies on markets with (partly) increasing fundamental values.
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(2013) for an extensive overview.

The present study belongs to the above tradition of experimental markets but im-

plements a different market mechanism. Instead of trading in a continuous double

auction, subjects can submit buying and selling orders, executed by a market maker,

for a fictitious asset that increases in value at a known average rate and has an indefinite

horizon.

One particularly interesting feature of our laboratory market is that we model and

implement price impact, i.e. the fact that the very action of agents modifies the price

trajectory. This is now believed to be a crucial aspect of real financial markets, which

may lead to feedback loops and market instabilities (Bouchaud et al., 2009; Cont and

Wagalath, 2014; Caccioli et al., 2014; Lillo et al., 2003; Lillo and Farmer, 2004). What

is of particular interest in our experiment is that excess trading significantly impacts

the price trajectory and is strongly detrimental to the wealth of our economic agents. In

other words, unwarranted individual decisions can lead to a substantial loss of collective

welfare, when mediated by the mechanics of financial markets.

One advantage of using a controlled laboratory environment is that it allows us

to directly measure individual characteristics and relate them in a systematic way to

trading activity. Previous empirical studies show that individual risk attitude could

have an impact on trading in asset markets. For example, Robin et al. (2012) and

Fellner and Maciejovsky (2007) find that risk-aversion leads to smaller bubbles and less

trade in asset market. Moreover, Keller and Siegrist (2006) did a mail survey and found

that financial risk tolerance is a predictor for the willingness to engage in asset markets.

In the light of the aforementioned empirical evidence, we measure subjects’ risk aversion

using a standard Holt and Laury (2002) procedure and link it to individuals’ trading

activity.

We also elicit individual price expectations in order to better understand what leads

to investors’ decision of engaging actively in trading activity as well as being inactive

in the market. Since we collect both data on individual trading decisions as well as

price expectations, we are able to give a consistent picture of activity and inactivity

as a consequence of price return expectations. See also Smith et al. (1988), Hommes

et al. (2005, 2008) and Haruvy et al. (2007) among others for studies on the role of

expectations in generating bubbles and crashes in experimental asset markets.

Our findings can be summarised as follows. Although the market environment

clearly favours a buy-and-hold strategy (see below), we observe that our subjects engage

in excessive trading activity, which is both individually and collectively detrimental,

since the negative impact of sellers reduces the price of our artificial asset. When

the experiment is immediately repeated with the same subjects, we see a significant
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improvement of the collective performance, which is however still substantially lower

than the (optimal) buy-and-hold strategy.

Moreover, although our subjects are physically separated and cannot communicate,

we have seen that a significant amount of synchronisation takes place in the decision

process, that can therefore only be mediated by the price trajectory itself. This res-

onates with what happens in real financial markets, where price changes themselves

appear to be interpreted as news, leading to self-reflexivity and potentially unstable

feedback loops (see e.g. Bouchaud et al. (2009); Hommes (2013)). In fact, our experi-

mental setting was such that panic and crashes were possible but this did not happen.

Although we observed a significant level of synchronisation, no cascades or “fire sales”

effects could be detected for our particular choice of parameters.

Consistently with the empirical evidence mentioned above, we find that risk loving

attitudes lead to higher trading activity and this is detrimental to individual wealth.

Finally, subjects seem to have a desire to trade actively, motivated by a willingness

to “beat the market”, as revealed by the analysis of individual price expectations. Most

subjects engage in trading activity trying to buy low and sell high, while the decisions

of being inactive and hold cash (shares) depends on whether they expect price returns

lower (higher) than average.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental moti-

vation and set-up. The precise instructions given to our subjects are detailed in the

Online Appendix. Section 3 explains the theoretical benchmark to which we want to

compare the experimental results. In particular, we show that (risk-neutral) rational

agents should favour, in the present market setting, a buy-and-hold strategy. We then

summarize our main results in Section 4, which includes a refined statistical analysis of

agents’ trading activity in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we relate individual risk attitude

to activity rate and final wealth, while in Section 4.3 we link price forecasts and trading

behaviour. Section 5 offers our conclusions, open questions, and future experiments.

2 Experimental Design

The basic idea of our experiment is to propose to subjects a simple investment “game”

where they can use the cash they are given at the beginning of the experiment to invest

in a fictitious asset that will – they are told – increase in value at an average rate of

m = 2% per period. The asset “lives” for an indefinite horizon, i.e. the game may stop

randomly at each time step with probability p = 0.01. The game is thus expected to

last around 100 time steps. Subjects are also informed that random shocks impact the

price of the asset in each period. In the absence of trade, price dynamics are described
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by

pt+1 = pt · exp(m+ sηt), (1)

where m = 2%, ηt is a noise term drawn from a Student’s t-distribution with 3 degrees of

freedom and unit variance,2 as commonly observed in financial markets (Gopikrishnan

et al., 1998; Jondeau and Rockinger, 2003; Bouchaud and Potters, 2003), and s is a

constant that sets the actual amplitude of the noisy contribution to the evolution of

the price (i.e. the price volatility) and is chosen to be s = 10%. These numbers

correspond roughly to the average return and the volatility of a stock index over a

quarter. Therefore, in terms of returns and volatility, one time step in our experiment

roughly corresponds to three months in a real market, and 100 steps to 25 years.

If an amount w0 is invested in the asset at time t = 0, the wealth of the inactive

investor will accrue to

wT = w0 exp
[
mT + ξs

√
T
]

(2)

at time T , where the second term of the exponential implies random fluctuations of root

mean square (RMS) s per period with ξ defined as a noise term with zero mean and unit

variance. The numerical value of the term in the exponential is therefore equal to 2± ξ
for T = 100, leading to a substantial most probable profit of e2−1 ≈ 640%. As we shall

show below, the fully rational decision in the presence of risk-neutral agents is to buy

and hold the asset until the game ends; for the students participating in the experiment,

the most probable gain would represent roughly EUR 160, a very significant reward for

spending two hours in the lab. In other words, the financial motivation to “do the right

thing” is voluntarily strong.

In order to make the experiment more interesting, and trading even more un-

favourable, the asset price trajectory is made to react to the subjects decisions, in

a way that mimics market impact in real financial markets. The idea is that while a

buying trade pushes the price up, a selling trade pushes the price down (for a short

review on price impact, see e.g. Bouchaud (2010)). As an agent submits a (large)

buying or selling order at time t, the price pt+1 at which the transaction is going to

be fully executed is (a) not known to him at time t and (b) adversely impacted by the

very order that is executed. It is made very clear to the subjects that their transaction

orders will be executed at the impacted price, meaning that the impact will amount for

2Mathematically, the average of the exponential of a Student distribution is infinite, because of
rare, but extreme values of ηt. In order not to have to deal with this spurious problem, we impose a
cut-off beyond |η| = 10, with no material influence on the following discussion.
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them as a cost. This should therefore be a strong incentive not to trade.

The price updating rule described in Eq. (1) is easily modified to include price

impact and now reads3

pt+1 = pt · exp (m+ sηt + It) . (3)

The term It is the price impact caused by all the orders submitted at time t, which we

model as:

It =
Nt

N

Bt − St
Bt + St

, (4)

where Nt is the number of subjects who submitted an order at time t and N is the

total number of subjects in a given market session (i.e. the “depth” of our market).

Bt and St, in currency units, are the total amount of buying orders and selling orders,

respectively. Note that for a single buying (or selling) order, the impact is given by

1/N , i.e. around 3% for a market with 30 participants (and less if the market involved

more participants, as is reasonable). On the other hand, if all the agents decide to buy

(or sell) simultaneously, the ensuing impact factor would be 100%.

With the introduction of market impact, subjects have to guess if the observed price

fluctuations are due to “natural” fluctuations, i.e. to the noise term they are warned

about at the beginning of the game, or if they are due to the action of their fellow

subjects. This represents an important difference with the design of Smith et al. (1988),

where subjects can in principle disentangle the fundamental component and the trade

component of the asset price, which was meant to provide a potentially destabilizing

channel, where mild sell-offs could spiral into panic and crashes.

We are therefore interested in studying whether excess trading emerges in a market

environment which clearly penalises trading, and whether synchronisation of trading

activity, such as avalanches of selling orders triggered by panic, results in big market

crashes.

3We interpret It as the permanent component of the price impact, which we assume to be non-zero,
meaning that even random trades do affect the long term trajectory of the price. This is clearly at
odds with the efficient market theory, within which the price impact of uninformed trades should be
zero. We tend to believe that the anchoring to the “fundamental price” in real markets is very weak
and is only relevant on very long time scales (Bondt and Thaler, 1985), so that the assumption made
here is of relevance for understanding financial markets. See the discussion in (Bouchaud et al., 2008;
Donier and Bouchaud, 2015a)
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2.1 Implementation

The experiment was programmed in Java using the PET software4 and it was con-

ducted at the CREED laboratory at the University of Amsterdam in May 2014. In the

beginning of the experiment each subject is randomly assigned a computer in the labo-

ratory and physical barriers guarantee that there is no communication between subjects

during the experiment. The experiment was conducted with 201 subjects, divided in 9

experimental markets with a median number of participants per market of 24 subjects.5

The experiment lasted about two hours and before starting the experiment subjects had

to answer a final quiz to make sure they understood the rules of the game (see Online

Appendix).6

At the beginning of the experiment each subject is endowed with 100 francs.7 Each

period lasts 20 seconds, during which subjects have to decide whether they want to

hold cash or shares in the next period.8 If subjects did not make any decision within

the limit of 20 seconds, their current market position would simply carry over to the

next period. If they have cash at period t, they can decide either to use it all to buy

shares or to stay out of the market at period t + 1. Conversely, if they have shares at

period t, they have to choose between selling them all for cash or staying in the market

at period t+1. In order to simplify the market environment and compare experimental

results with theoretical benchmarks, fractional orders are not allowed, therefore each

player is either in the market or out of the market at all times.

In order to avoid possible “demand effects”, i.e. trading volumes in the markets

related to the fact that participation in the asset market is the only activity available for

subjects (Lei et al., 2001), we introduce a forecasting game in which subjects are asked

to forecast the asset price and rewarded according to the precision of their forecast.9

The information visualised on subjects’ screens include a chart displaying the asset

price evolution together with a table reporting time series of asset prices, returns,

individual holdings of cash and shares and price forecasts. Fig. 18 in Appendix A

4PET software was developed by AITIA, Budapest, and is available at http://pet.aitia.ai.
5The smallest market includes 15 subjects while the largest includes 29 subjects.
6For practical reasons we selected in advance exponential-distributed end-times to ensure that

sessions would not stop too early.
7In a pilot session we also implemented some markets in which subjects were endowed with 1 share

worth 100 francs. This resulted in many subjects selling shares at the very beginning of the experiment,
realising immediately net losses and subsequently engaging in trading activity trying to make at least
some profits. While the difference arising from the different initial conditions is interesting in itself,
we leave it for future work and focus on the case of initial endowment of cash.

8In a pilot session we implemented a duration of 40 seconds per period. Decision times were,
however, well below the threshold of 20 seconds, so we reduced the duration of each time step.

9Moreover, we remark that practically speaking, the choice of being active or inactive in the market
involved the same type of action, i.e. a click on the correspondent radio button (see Online Appendix
for details).
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shows a screenshot of the experiment.

In order to mitigate behaviour bias towards the end of the experiment, we implement

an indefinite horizon (see Crockett and Duffy (2013) for an example in artificial asset

markets).10 In each period of the experiment there is a known constant continuation

probability 1−p = 0.99. Moreover, each subject participates in two consecutive market

sessions, after a short initial practice session to familiarise with the software, so that

learning mechanisms can be studied.11

When a market session is terminated, subjects’ final wealth is defined as follows: if

they are holding cash, their amounts of francs will determine their wealth; if they are

holding shares, their wealth is defined as the market value of their shares, i.e. their

amounts of shares times the market price at the end of the sequence. In fact, at the

end of the market sequence shares are liquidated at the market price without any price

impact.12 At the end of the experiment subjects’ net market earnings are computed as

their end-of-sequence balance minus their initial endowment. If net profits are negative

at the end of a sequence, earnings from market activity for that sequence are set to

zero. At the end of the experiment, each subject rolls a dice to determine which of the

two market sessions will be used to calculate his take-home profits (which also include

the earnings from the forecasting game). The exchange rate is 100 francs to EUR 25.

Finally, we asked subjects to participate in a second experiment involving the Holt

and Laury (2002) paired lottery choice instrument. This second experiment occurred

after the asset market experiment had concluded and was not announced in advance,

to minimize any influence on decisions in the asset market experiment.

The complete experimental instructions can be found in the Online Appendix.

3 Theoretical Benchmark

In this section we devote attention to the theoretical rational benchmark for this exper-

iment and derive the equilibrium of the game under the assumption of full rationality

and common knowledge of rationality.

10There is also a large experimental literature which implements a similar procedure to study in-
finitely repeated games in the laboratory, beginning with Roth and Murnighan (1978).

11In order to minimise changes in the market environments and facilitate subjects’ learning we use
the same noise realisations in the first and the second market sessions.

12In this way, for a large number of periods, the average final wealth of a risk-neutral population
would be approximately the same if agents were given shares instead of cash in the beginning of the
session.
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3.1 Risk neutrality

Let the wealth of the agent be wt at time t. If we assume that the session ends at

t = tF , fully rational agents have two possible strategies. The first one is to stay out of

the market for t > 1 and hold cash until t = tF which yields an expected final wealth

E (wtF ) = w0.

The second strategy consists in being fully invested in the market at t = 1 and hold

the shares until t = tF . In fact, in every period holding shares is an equilibrium of the

stage game since the strategy “Hold” is the best response to any number of players n

that an agent might expect to sell.13 This strategy yields E (wtF ) ≈ w0 ·(1+m+s2/2)tF

regardless of the initial condition. The average outcome of the first strategy is at best

zero profit (remember that subjects only keep net profits), while the second strategy

provides large expected profits when the experiment session lasts for a long time.

Therefore the rational benchmark, with a risk neutral population, is to get in the

market at t = 1 and hold the shares until the end of the experiment.14 The longer the

duration of the experiment, the larger the expected profits.

3.2 Myopic risk aversion

Empirical evidence suggests that risk attitude affects trading behaviour. In the following

we consider the case of risk averse traders using the utility function proposed by Holt

and Laury (2002)

U(w) =
1− exp (−αw1−r)

α
, (5)

where α and r are positive parameters.15 Based on the fact that the utility function in

Eq. (5) is concave, one could be tempted to consider that for high enough volatility s,

myopic rational traders, i.e. traders who only look one time step ahead when making

their decisions, would choose to step out of the market as soon as their wealth reached

a certain level. However, this is not the case because if they decided to sell, the price

of the asset would not only be negatively affected by their action through the impact

13In fact, given the set of actions At = {Hold,Sell} available to the agent holding shares, the
action “Hold” vs. “Sell” would result in a price pHt+1 = pt · exp(m − (n − 1)/N + sηt) vs. pSt+1 =
pt · exp(m− n/N + sηt), with pHt+1 > pSt+1.

14We remark however that, due to the indefinite horizon nature of the game, we can not rule out
the presence of other equilibria on the basis of the Folk theorem. Nevertheless, coordination on
such equilibria would require an extremely demanding coordination device for subjects. Given the
laboratory environment in which the game is played (not to mention the presence of the noise in the
price process), coordination on these equilibria can be ruled out as a concrete possibility.

15See also Harrison et al. (2007) and Harrison and Rutström (2008) for an overview on risk aversion
in the laboratory.
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factor It, but also be impacted by the noise sηt. This is due to the fact that transactions

ordered at time t are executed at the price realized in t+1, meaning that agents deciding

to step out of the market at time t are still subject to price volatility. Consequently, it

is clear that, for a given time step, it is always a better option to stay in the market

and be affected by the noise factor alone, instead of selling and being affected by both

the noise factor and the negative impact factor.16

Using Eq. (5) we can also study a few cases of bounded rationality within myopic

optimisation. In particular we compare, for different levels of wealth, the expected

utility given by Eq. (5) in the following anticipated scenarios: all players hold to their

shares, taking into account the volatility of the noise term (I = 0); all players sell their

shares, taking into account the volatility of the noise term (I = −1); all players sell

their shares, without taking into account the volatility of the noise term (I = −1 no

noise); one player only sells his shares, without taking into account the volatility of the

noise term (I = −0.01 no noise).

These scenarios are compared in Fig. 1 below.17 The magnitude of the noise s

defines most of the differences. Fig. 1 gives insight on the possible behaviour of risk-
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Figure 1: Expected utility in Eq. (5) for different scenarios with bounded rationality,
volatility s = 0.1 (left) and s = 1.0 (right) and varying level of net wealth W (t). The
coloured regions correspond to 1-σ around the average utility.

averse players. Comparing the solid lines we confirm the intuition presented above:

16In fact for any number of players n that an agent might expect to step out of the market, the
actions “Hold” vs. “Sell” available at time t to an agent holding shares would result in a price
pHt+1 = pt · exp(m− (n− 1)/N + sηt) vs. pSt+1 = pt · exp(m− n/N + sηt), with pHt+1 > pSt+1, meaning
that E[U(Hold)] = E[U(pHt+1)] > E[U(Sell)] = E[U(pSt+1)]. The only case in which an agent can
receive a certain amount of wealth with certainty is at the beginning of the experiment by deciding
to keep the initial endowment and staying out of the market until the end of the experiment. This
strategy would however result in zero profits since subjects can only keep net profits.

17Fig. 1 is obtained using the parameter values estimated in Holt and Laury (2002) for the power-
expo utility function, namely α = 0.029 and r = 0.269. The parameter estimates obtained using the
lottery choices of our subjects’ sample, i.e. α = 0.106 and r = 0.345, are – remarkably – close to the
values estimated by Holt and Laury (2002), see Appendix B.
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these solid lines never intersect and it is always better for all agents to stay in the

market (green solid line) than to step out collectively (blue solid line). However, when

we consider bounded rationality and myopic risk-averse traders, the conclusion may

be different, in particular when the random fluctuations of the market, which impact

the price at each time step, are not taken into account. Consider for example the

utilities, computed without taking into account the random fluctuations, for the cases

in which only one agent sells (red dashed line) and everyone sells (blue dashed line),

and compare them with the case in which everyone stays in the market (green solid

line). In these scenarios, there will be a value of wealth W (t) above which, in the mind

of these boundedly rational agents, it pays off to sell whatever they are holding. This

point depends on the agent thinking either that he will be the only one selling or that

everyone will, as well as on the magnitude of the random fluctuations or noise s. These

values are critical thresholds which we represent as a function of s in Fig. 2 through

numerical simulations. As we would expect from the concavity of the utility function
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Figure 2: Critical threshold values W ∗, as a function of s, beyond which the single-
player-out (in red) and all-out strategies (in black) are triggered (corresponding, re-
spectively, to the intersection point of the green/red dotted lines and green/blue dotted
lines in Fig. 1).

in Eq. (5), the value W ∗ beyond which boundedly rational agents of this sort would

sell decreases as a function of s when they consider the possibility of everyone selling

at the same time.

In the presence of myopic boundedly rational agents of the sort considered in the

section, heterogeneity in risk preferences would lead to threshold strategies in which

traders, when wealth increases beyond a critical value W ∗, get nervous and get out

of the market. This scenario does not, however, account for the variability amongst

agents, which most certainly impacts observed events in real markets and, as we shall

see below, the trading activity observed in our experiment.
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4 Experimental Results

4.1 Trading activity

In this section we report on the trading activity observed in the experiment. Subsection

4.1.1 describes results on the volume of trading activity in relation to subjects’ wealth.

Subsection 4.1.2 studies synchronization in subjects’ trading activity, while Subsection

4.1.3 investigates the presence of common patterns in subjects’ trading behaviour.

4.1.1 Excess trading and wealth

It is clear that if all subjects adopted the strategy of buying and holding the shares

until the end of the game, the price impact would be I(t) ≡ 0 and the realized price

at the end of the market sequence would lead to a most probable 640% increase in

wealth. What we observe instead is that subjects keep on trading in and out of the

market. The trading activity is in fact so high in the first market sessions that they

barely break even, earning a meagre 0.75% on average. Remarkably, all groups learn

to some extent and trade much less in the second market sessions, leading to a much

higher average earning of 92%.18 These results are somewhat in line with findings in

the literature on experimental asset markets showing that sufficient experience with an

asset in certain environments eliminates mispricing and the emergence of bubbles (Smith

et al., 1988; King, 1991; Van Boening et al., 1993; Dufwenberg et al., 2005; Haruvy et al.,

2007; Lei and Vesely, 2009).19 In fact we observe, as a result of learning, consistently

different behaviour of subjects in the second market sequences when compared to their

behaviour in the first sequences. The Welch two-sample t-test applied to the final wealth

and average activity rate of each subject in first and second runs statistically confirms

this difference (p-value ≈ 2−16). Therefore in the following analysis we merge all first

market sessions into one dataset and all second sessions into another dataset. These

aggregated data sets lead to the price time series illustrated in Fig. 3. We remark that

the durations of the sessions were all different because of the indefinite time horizon.

Thus, the number of data points used in the averaging process is not the same for each

time t but a decreasing step function of t (this is clearly visualised in Fig. 4 below).20

18In practice the average payouts were higher since participants could not incur losses, therefore
negative contributions did not play a role in actual average payouts.

19On the contrary, Hussam et al. (2008) and Xie and Zhang (2012) find that bubbles can be rekindled
or sustained when the market experiences a shock from increased liquidity, dividend uncertainty and
reshuffling, or from the admission of new subjects.

20Moreover, during the first experimental market sessions we experienced network problems with
three computers. Hence the number of subjects included in the pool for the first runs is 198 instead
of 201.
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(a) First sessions: quantities averaged over 198
subjects (18 for the last point). The correlation
between realized price log returns and price log
returns in the absence of trading is 0.85.
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(b) Second sessions; quantities averaged over 201
subjects (23 for the last point). The correlation
between realized price log returns and price log
returns in the absence of trading is 0.89.

Figure 3: Average price time series for first and second market sessions.

The lines in green represent the “bare” price time series, i.e. the price evolution that

would have occurred in the market if all agents had played the buy-and-hold strategy.

A comparison with the red lines, depicting the realized prices, immediately reveals that

trading significantly weakens the upwards price trend via the impact factor (blue lines):

the average slope (i.e. price trend) is divided by a factor of approximately 2 in the first

sessions and 1.5 in the second sessions. The realized prices in Fig. 3 are proxies for the

maximum earnings a subject would achieve if he used the buy-and-hold strategy within

his group. However, the realized price log-returns remain highly correlated with the

“bare” price time series: the correlation coefficient is 0.85 in first market sessions and

0.89 in second market sessions. The higher values of the slope (i.e. price trend) and of

the correlation coefficient for the second sessions are due to a lower trading activity.

Fig. 4 displays the positions of the traders – in the market (green) or out of the

market (red) – throughout the experimental market sequences. Notice that not all the

sessions lasted the same number of periods, hence the white space in both Figs. 4a and

Fig. 4b for large t. In fact, for each case, only one session – the longest – lasted until

the maximum time t displayed, t = 86 for first sessions (Fig. 4a) and t = 82 for second

sessions (Fig. 4b).

Subjects’ positions – in (holding shares) or out of the market (holding cash) – are
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(b) Second sessions: 201 subjects.

Figure 4: Traders’ positions – in the market (green) or out of the market (red) – in first
sessions (above) and in second sessions (below).
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(a) First sessions: 198 subjects and 69-85 peri-
ods. The average final wealth was 100.75 units of
currency, the average activity rate 29% and the
correlation between the two −0.62%.
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(b) Second sessions: 201 subjects and 63-81 pe-
riods. The average final wealth was 191.97 units
of currency, the average activity rate 12% and the
correlation between the two −0.73%.

Figure 5: Activity rate and final wealth in first sessions (left) and in second sessions
(right).

mostly intermittent, which implies excessive trading. However, comparing Figs. 4a and

4b, we observe that when the same subjects play for a second time, some of them

actually learn the optimal strategy, which translates into “green corridors” in Fig. 4b.

Fig. 5 shows that the distribution of average trading activity changes when the same

set of people play the game for the second time, and relates it to agents’ final wealth.

The number of people who keep trading to a minimum increases significantly in second

sessions, where only a few outliers keep trading activity above 40%, i.e. they changed

their market positions in more than 40% of the periods. In both cases, the final wealth

of the agents is strongly anti-correlated with average trading activity, which is expected

since trading is costly. In fact, if a trader decides to buy shares at period t and to sell

them at period t+ 1, he will, on average, end up with less cash than he started because

of his own contribution to price impact.

The average wealth of the subjects in first and second sessions is shown in Fig. 6 as

a function of time, while Fig. 7 shows the average components of wealth over time.

Fig. 6 shows once more that subjects fared much better in second sessions, in which

their average final wealth was approximately twice their initial endowment, than in

first sessions, in which the vast majority did not even break even. In what concerns the

average components of wealth over time, there are also differences between first sessions
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(b) Second sessions, 201-23 subjects.

Figure 6: Average wealth for first sessions (left) and second sessions (right).
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(a) First sessions, 198-18 subjects.
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(b) Second sessions, 201-23 subjects.

Figure 7: Average wealth Wt (black), average cash Ct (green) and average number of
shares St (blue) in first sessions (left) and in second sessions (right).
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(Fig. 7a) and second sessions (Fig. 7b). In first sessions, where overall trading activity

is high (Fig. 5a), the average wealth does not follow the upward trend one would expect

in a set-up with “guaranteed” average growth of 2% per period. In fact, players trade so

much that they keep eroding their wealth when they sell and affording fewer and fewer

number of shares when they buy. This accounts for a negative impact bias on average

and results in very low earnings at the end of the session, as shown in Fig. 6a. On the

other hand, in second sessions, where overall trading activity is much lower (Fig. 5b),

the average wealth does increase with time. Nevertheless the number of shares owned

eventually decreases, which is due not only to excessive trading but also to the fact that

some subjects cash in their earnings before the end of the experiment and stay out of

the market from that point onwards.

This is particularly visible in Fig. 7b, when a surge in price triggers selling orders

over several periods which result in a higher average amount of cash and, naturally, in

a lower average number of shares. Although this is also visible in the middle of the time

series in first sessions (Fig. 7a), the difference between the two cases is that most of the

resulting cash is eventually reinvested in the first sessions, while in the second sessions

this does not happen: cash holdings consistently increase after the initial investment

phase (Fig. 7b).

As we showed in Section 3 the optimal strategy in our experimental set-up would be

to collectively buy-and-hold and reap the benefits from the baseline average return of

2% per period in the absence of trading. We see that the behaviour of the agents is very

far from this benchmark, even in the second sessions, in spite of a significant decrease

in activity. The average performance in second sessions is indeed still far from what it

would have been if all subjects used the optimal buy-and-hold strategy, i.e. despite the

learning there is still excess trading activity which translates into detriment of collective

welfare – since even the “virtuous” agents are adversely impacted by the trading activity

of excessively “active” agents.

4.1.2 Collective trading modes – activity correlations, panic & euphoria

Our subjects trade too much, but can we describe in more detail how correlated their

activity is? In fact, our initial intuition – that turned out to be quite far from what

actually happened — was that the agents would not trade at the beginning of the game,

letting the price rise from its initial value of 100 to quite high values, say 400 (EUR 100),

before starting to worry that others might start selling, pushing the price back down and

potentially inducing a panic chain reaction. Given the results derived in Section 3, we

remark that this conjecture was based on “irrational” behavior of traders in the market.

We hypothesized that, due to the high amount of money at stake and the presence of
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random shocks (combined with the relatively short decision time), some traders could

have panicked, overreacting to e.g. a negative shock, deciding therefore to sell the asset

in order to secure their profits. The negative price impact of the asset sales, added

to the initial negative shock, could have triggered herding behavior in the market with

subjects selling the asset in order to cash in their profits, fearing a further price decrease

due to the negative impact of sales. This would have translated into either a major

crash, or perhaps smaller downward corrections, but in any case a significant skewness

in the distribution of returns – absent in principle from the bare price series which is

constructed to be perfectly symmetrical, since the noise term in Eq. (3) is symmetric.

In fact, as we will see below, the empirical skewness of the particular realization of the

noise turns out to be negative, so the reference point that we shall be comparing to

must be shifted.

We have therefore measured the relative skewness of the distribution of price changes,

upon aggregation over time intervals of increasing length, from τ = 1 round to τ = 5

rounds. The idea is that a panic spiral would lead to a negative skewness that becomes

larger and larger when measured on larger time intervals, before going back down to

zero after the typical correlation time of the domino effect. This is called the “leverage

effect” in financial markets, and is observed in particular on stock indices where the

negative skewness indeed grows as the time scale increases, before decreasing again,

albeit very slowly (Bouchaud et al., 2001).

In order to reduce the measurement noise, it is convenient to measure the skewness

using two low-moment quantities. One is 1/2−P (rτ > mτ ). If this quantity is negative,

it means that large negative returns are more probable than large positive returns, as

to compensate the excess number of positive returns larger than the mean. Another

often used quantity is the mean mt of the returns minus the median, normalised by

the RMS of the returns on the same time scale. Again, if the median exceeds the

mean, the distribution is negatively skewed (see e.g. Reigneron et al. (2011) for further

details about these estimators of skewness). Both quantities were found to give the

same qualitative results, thus we chose to average these two definitions of skewness and

plot them as a function of τ , averaged over all first and second sessions.

The result is shown in Fig. 8. The blue dots correspond exactly to the time series

of bare prices because there is only one (collective) trade in the buy-and-hold strategy,

right at the first period, which we discard from the computation. Although the bare

returns were constructed using a Student’s t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom,

which by definition is not skewed, we see in Fig. 8 that the bare prices do not have zero

skewness. This illustrates the role of the noise, which gives way to different values of

skewness for bare prices depending on the number of periods of the session. We observe
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Figure 8: Average skewness of price log returns as a function of aggregation length τ
in first sessions (red) and second sessions (green), together with the skewness of log
returns in the buy-and-hold strategy, i.e. in the absence of trading (blue).

in Fig. 8 that the realized skewness of trade impacted returns is typically larger (i.e.

less negative) than bare returns, but without any significant time dependence. This

suggests that buying orders tend to be more synchronized than selling orders, specially

in the first sessions, but that neither buying nor selling orders induce further buy/sell

orders. In short, there is no destabilising feedback loop in the present setting, which

explains why we never observed any large crash in our experiments.

In order to detect more precisely the synchronisation of our agents, we define an

activity correlation matrix A as follows:

Aij =
1

T

∑
t

θi(t)θj(t)−
1

T

∑
t

θi(t)×
1

T

∑
t

θj(t), (6)

where θi(t) is the activity of agent i at time t, θi(t) = 0 if s/he is inactive, θi(t) = ±1

if s/he buys or sells.

For each session, we diagonalize A and study the three largest eigenvalues, corre-

sponding to the more important principal components of the subjects’ activity. In order

to detect synchronisation, where a substantial fraction of agents tend to act in exactly

the same way across the experiment, we compute the absolute value of the dot products

of these three eigenvectors ~v1, ~v2, ~v3 and the uniform vector ~e = (1, 1, . . . , 1)/
√
N . Then,

we average the maximum of these three numbers over all runs. It may indeed happen

that the “synchronized” mode does not correspond to the largest eigenvalue of A, while
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still being amongst the three most important ones, and the above procedure allows one

to capture these cases. The resulting values are represented in Fig. 9 for the first and

second sessions, and compared with a null-hypothesis benchmark, obtained using 1000

random bootstrap replicates of the experiments.
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Figure 9: Average maximum absolute value of the three dot products between the
eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest eigenvalues, and the unit vector, with
the corresponding statistical error bars. All orders are considered except for the first
time step, in which we expect a natural bias towards synchronization. The dashed
horizontal line around 0.3 corresponds to the null hypothesis of completely uncorrelated
actions.

The dashed lines depict the cases where agents would act completely at random,

which would lead to a value of this average maximum overlap at approximately 0.35.

We see that the experimental results are clearly larger than the benchmark case: ap-

proximately 0.57 for the first sessions and approximately 0.5 for the second sessions

(compared to a maximum value of 1 for a fully collective activity mode).

The method above allows us to make a quantitative analysis and statement about

overall synchronization in our experiment, be it through selling or buying orders, and

we find that there is indeed significant synchronisation.

We also consider the separate cases of synchronization for selling orders and for

buying orders. In order to do this, we construct an activity correlation matrix as in

Eq. (6) but change the definition of θi(t) accordingly. This way, when we study the

synchronization concerning only buying orders, we define θi(t) = 0 if agent i is inactive

or sells and θi(t) = 1 if he buys. Likewise, in the case where we look into synchronization

over selling orders only, we set θi(t) = 0 if agent i is inactive or buys and θi(t) = −1 if
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he sells.

We see in Fig. 17a and in Fig. 17b in Appendix A that splitting the data set as

explained does yield similar results: the experimental results are larger than the bench-

mark for each case, with the difference more marked in first sessions than in second

sessions. Again, the synchronisation of buy orders appears to be, according to this

metric, slightly stronger than that of sell orders.

We therefore conclude that although our subjects cannot directly communicate with

one another, there is a significant synchronisation of their activity, in particular during

the first sessions and, as the skewness of the distribution reveals, for the buying activity.

The mechanism for this synchronisation can only come from the common source of

information that the subjects all observe, namely the price time series itself – see below

for more about this.

Furthermore, we observe an asymmetry if we repeat the above method conditional

on the sign of previous returns, in the sense that synchronisation is stronger for buying

orders conditional on negative previous returns and for selling orders conditional on

positive previous returns. This indicates some sort of “mean reversion”, which is in line

with the findings on subjects’ trading behaviour discussed in Subsection 4.3 below.

4.1.3 Clustering

Fig. 5 shows us, once again, that the average final wealth in first sessions is much

smaller than in second sessions, which is tied to the higher average trading activity of

the subjects when they play the game for the first time. In second sessions, we observe

a number of subjects who kept trading activity very low, increasing their chances of a

positive payout at the end of the experiment. As we discussed in Section 4.1.1, this is

an indication that the subjects learn. In any case, there are always traders who keep

trading at very high rates and lose money in the process.

However, Fig. 5 does not provide insight about common patterns in the behaviour

of the subjects. We know from Fig. 4 that at least in second market sessions a number

of subjects use the buy-and-hold strategy or similar, which corresponds to the green

horizontal “corridors” in the figure. Therefore, we apply clustering techniques to search

for groups of subjects with similar trading profiles in the data sets. Afterwards, we look

into the trading activity and trading performance in each cluster.

As in Tumminello et al. (2011) and Tumminello et al. (2012), we applied false

discovery rate (FDR) methods to validate links between subjects to the data set with

composite data from first sessions and to the data set with composite data from second

sessions. The variable used to establish links (i.e. similarity) between subjects was

their position – in or out of the market – over time for each subject. The FDR rejection
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threshold was 1%.

The clusters are visualised in Fig. 10, which also displays the number of subjects in

each cluster for first sessions and second sessions.
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Figure 10: Clusters for first and second sessions using the FDR algorithm with a thresh-
old of 1% applied to positions – in or out of the market – over time. The number of
subjects in each cluster is displayed in the legends.
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Figure 11: Average trading activity and final wealth for each cluster represented in Fig.
10.

The clusters identified in the second sessions are much larger than those identified

in first sessions, which is expected because the number of “intermittent” players in the

game was lower in second sessions.
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We see in Fig. 11 that clusters with a lower average trading activity tend to have

a higher average final wealth. A notable example is the cluster number 2 in Fig. 11b,

which includes 14 subjects (see Fig. 10b) who kept trading to a minimum in second runs

and maximized their returns. Conversely, the cluster number 6 in Fig. 11a consists of

2 traders (see Fig. 10a) with very high average trading activity and, as a consequence,

low final wealth.

4.2 Risk attitude and activity rate

To measure risk aversion of subjects we use the paired lottery choice instrument of

Holt and Laury (2002). The Holt-Laury paired-lottery choice task is a commonly-used

individual decision-making experiment for measuring individual risk attitudes. This

second experimental task was not announced in advance; subjects were instructed that,

if they were willing, they could participate in a second experiment that would last an

additional 10-15 minutes for which they could earn an additional monetary payment.

All subjects agreed to participate in this second experiment. In this task subjects choose

between a lottery with high variance of payoffs (Option B) and lottery with less variance

(Option A). As in Holt and Laury (2002) we use the relative frequency of B-choices

(“risky” choices) as a measure for a preference for risk. Moreover, in order to make the

amounts at stake comparable to what subjects could earn over an average session of

trading periods and to assess whether or not the risk attitudes of subjects depended on

the wealth levels involved, we elicited subjects’ choices for two lotteries, corresponding

to two times (2×) and ten times (10×) the amounts offered by Holt and Laury (2002)

in their baseline treatment. Subjects were ex-ante informed that they would throw a

dice to determine which of the two lotteries would determine their payoff from this

additional experimental task.

The Online Appendix includes the instructions for the Holt-Laury paired-lottery

choice experiment.

In Fig. 12 we show the distribution of subjects according to their risk aversion, both

for the 2× and the 10× lottery.21

The blue vertical line shows where a risk neutral subject would be, based on the

expected pay-off differences alone. The fact that the majority of the subjects – 76%

for the low-pay-off and 89% for the high pay-off lotteries – have a number of “safe”

A-choices larger than 4 indicates that, overall, the participants in our experiment were

risk-averse. Moreover, if we compare the two curves, red and green, we see that the

subjects tend to safer choices when the lottery pay-off is higher, which indicates that

21We discarded from our data set the cases in which the subjects chose the safe lottery after having
previously chosen the risky option for a lower pay-off advantage.
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Figure 12: Risk aversion cumulative distribution function. The x-axis shows the number
of A-choices (“safe choices”) in the paired lotteries. The higher this level, the more risk-
averse is the agent. The blue vertical line shows where a risk neutral subject would
be.

the risk aversion of our population not only depends but increases with the pay-off

level. This is corroborated by the Welch two-sample t-test, which states that the mean

risk aversion values for low pay-off and high pay-off are statistically different with a p-

value of 1.5 10−6. We also estimate the parameters of the power-expo utility function in

Eq. (5) using the lottery choices of our pool of subjects. As in Holt and Laury (2002), we

find evidence for increasing relative risk aversion and decreasing absolute risk aversion,

i.e. positive estimates for both parameters α and r. Details on the estimation procedure

and results are reported in Appendix B.

We now relate individual risk attitude, as elicited by the binary lottery choices, to

trading behaviour. Previous experimental studies on the relation between elicited risk

attitudes and aggregate market behaviour (Robin et al., 2012; Fellner and Maciejovsky,

2007) show that the higher the degree of risk aversion the lower the observed market

activity. On the other hand, Michailova (2010) finds no significant effect of the number

of safe choices in paired binary lotteries on the frequency of trading.

Fig. 13 displays average activity rates and levels of final wealth for different risk

attitudes in both first and second runs.

Our results clearly show that the activity rate decreases and the final wealth in-

creases with the level of risk aversion, both in first runs (red and orange) and in second

runs (green and blue). In other words, preference for risk is an important determinant

of excess trading in our experiment. Our findings are in line with the empirical evidence
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Figure 13: Risk attitudes, trading activity and final wealth. Plot (a) displays average
activity rate and final wealth for each level of risk aversion. Plot (b) shows linear
regressions with 95% intervals of confidence of the average activity rate and final wealth
on risk aversion. Clearly, more risk averse subjects trade less and end up with a higher
final wealth.

suggesting that risk-loving, overconfident individuals are more willing to invest in stocks

(Keller and Siegrist, 2006) and engage in speculative activity (Odean and Barber, 2011;

Camacho-Cuena et al., 2012).

4.3 Price forecasts and trading behaviour

The fact that the subjects input their price predictions throughout the experiment

allows us to have a glimpse of their frame of mind. In fact, trades only tell about the

consequence of the state of mind (i.e. the price expectation) of traders when they are

active. But traders (both in real life and in experiments) are in fact inactive most of

the time. As a consequence, trades alone are unlikely to be able to explain why traders

are inactive. Since we have both trades and subjects’ price expectations, we are able

to give a consistent picture of activity and inactivity as a consequence of price return

expectations.

In both market sessions, the subjects did not input anything in about 7% of the time,

as price prediction was not a mandatory activity (although monetarily incentivised); in

the following, we restrict our analysis to the subjects that did report their predictions.

The discussion focuses on the predicted log returns, i.e. from subject i’s price pre-
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dictions p̂i(t + 1), we compute the predicted log returns r̂i(t + 1) = log[p̂i(t + 1)/p(t)],

for all subjects. The average prediction in the first market sessions is −0.01, and +0.02

in the second market sessions, i.e. exactly in line with the average return m = 2% in

absence of trading. The percentage of positive predicted returns is 54% in the first run,

and 58% in the second run. Fig. 14 illustrates the full empirical cumulative distribution

functions of expectations for both runs and for positive and negative return separately.
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Figure 14: Reciprocal empirical cumulative distribution functions of negative (left) and
positive (right) expected price returns during the first and second sessions (black and
red lines, respectively). The baseline return distribution is plotted in dashed lines. The
jump at r = 0 indicates the respective fraction of positive and negative predictions.

The starting point for each of the positive and negative distributions represents the

fraction of positive and negative expectations, thus the higher jump at r = 0 for the

second session reflects the increase in the fraction of positive expected returns.

We then check how the distributions of positive and negative expected returns are

related to the baseline return distribution, determined by the Student noise term sηt in

the price updating rule. The baseline return distribution is plotted in dashed lines in

Fig. 14; comparison between the latter and empirical distribution of expected returns

gives a first clue about the type of extrapolation rules from past returns that the

agents use. The asymptotic power-law tails of Student’s t-distributed variables, such as

the noise ηt, are unchanged under summation, by virtue of the central limit theorem.

This implies that linear expectations yield expectation distributions with power-laws

tails that have the same exponent. On the other hand, panic or euphoria may lead

to non-linear extrapolations and thus may modify either the tail exponent of these
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distributions, or even the nature of the tails.

The most obvious finding is that the actions of the agents increase the volatility of

the baseline signal (in dashed lines) as the empirical distribution functions are above

the baseline signal for both sequences. The amplification of the noise for positive

expectations is almost the same in the two sequences, while for negative expectations

there are marked differences between the two runs as the scale of negative expectations

was much larger during the first run. We used robust power-law tail fitting (Clauset

et al., 2009; Gillespie, 2015) and determined the most likely starting point of a power-

law rmin and the exponent α (see Table 1).22 Quite remarkably, the parameters of the

positive and negative tails are simply swapped between the two runs: thus not only the

scale of negative expectations changes, but the nature of largest positive and negative

expectations also changes. The fitted tail exponent is not far from 3, the one of the

Student noise showing once again the absence of destabilizing feedback loops.

rmin α
run 1 r < 0 0.21 3.5
run 2 r > 0 0.10 2.7

run 1 r < 0 0.13 2.6
run 2 r > 0 0.18 3.5

Table 1: Fits of the power-law part of return expectations; rmin denotes the most likely
starting point of the power-law.

The fact that the subjects have heavy-tailed predictions suggests that they form

their predictions by learning from past returns, which do contain heavy tails because

of the Student’s t-distributed noise. We thus hypothesize some relationship between

predicted returns and past returns. This is in line with the best established fact about

real investors, which is the contrarian nature of their trades: their net investment over

a given period is anti-correlated with past price returns (Jackson, 2003; Kaniel et al.,

2008; Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2000; Challet and de Lachapelle, 2013). In addition,

previous experiments (Hommes et al., 2005) have demonstrated that four simple classes

of linear predictors using past returns are usually enough to reproduce the observed price

dynamics.

Based on the considerations outlined above, we first the return predictions of each

subject with a linear model.

r̂(t+ 1) = ω0 + ω1r(t), (7)

22The parameters rmin and α for the power-law are not to be confused with the parameters of the
power-expo utility function in Eq. (5).
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where ω0 and ω1 ∈ R. Price return predictions are fitted separately for each trader,

each session, and each possible action. We fit ω0 and ω1 simultaneously. Section 4.3.1

discusses results for ω0 while Section 4.3.2 is devoted to ω1.

4.3.1 Average predictions (ω0)

In order to give a picture of traders’ movements on the market we compute return

expectations conditionally on the actions of the subjects. There are four possible ac-

tions: buying, selling, holding shares and holding cash. Fig. 15 reports the conditional

distributions of price return predictions, for both sessions.
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Figure 15: Densities of trader average return prediction ω0 during the first sessions (left
plot) and second sessions (right plot) for the four types of decisions. Dashed vertical
lines refer to the baseline return of 2%.

The results are qualitatively the same for both market sequences: the conditional

distributions are clearly separated, as shown in Tab. 2 below; the main difference be-

tween the two runs is that the variance of expectations among the population is much

reduced in the second run.

Let us break down the results for each possible action:

1. When the subjects hold assets, their expectations are in line with the baseline

return of 2%.

2. When the subjects hold cash, their expectations are significantly lower (essentially

zero).
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ω0, 1nd run Sell Hold cash Hold shares
Buy 1.5 10−8 3.9 10−3 1.2 10−5

Sell 3.8 10−5 8.2 10−5

Hold cash 1.5 10−1

ω0, 2nd run Sell Hold cash Hold shares
Buy 2.1 10−7 1.5 10−4 1.0 10−7

Sell 6.1 10−7 5.9 10−5

Hold cash 6.6 10−6

Table 2: Tests of the difference of distributions of ω0 among the subjects, conditional
on two given actions. The table reports the p-values of Mann-Whitney tests for each
possible pair of actions.

3. When the subjects make a transaction, however, their expectations of the next

returns are anti-correlated with their actions, i.e., they buy when they expect a

negative price return and vice versa.

Thus, the actions of the subjects are fully consistent with their expectations: they

do not invest when they do not perceive it as worthwhile and they keep their shares

when they have a positive expectation of future gains. The actions of trading subjects

are instead consistent with a “buy low, sell high” strategy. In fact, knowing that

transactions will be executed at the price realized in the next period, subjects submit

buy orders when they expect negative returns and sell orders when they expect positive

returns.

4.3.2 Predictions and past price returns (ω1)

We find that the importance of the coefficient ω1, which encodes the linear extrapolation

of the past return on future returns, is very weak. Figure 16 reports the conditional

distributions of past returns’ impact coefficient for both runs, while Tab. 3 reports the

p-values of the Mann-Whitney tests between coefficients ω1 between all state pairs for

all subjects.

The plot shows that during the first run, this coefficient was negative when the agents

did not act and zero when they did trade. The second run is different: the coefficients

do not seem to depend much on the state, the only clear difference is between holding

cash and holding shares.

The lack of influence of this coefficient is confirmed when one measures the average

predicted return conditional on the action of the subjects, which gives results very close

to ω0.
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Figure 16: Densities of trader conditional return prediction ω1 during the first sessions
(left plot) and second sessions (right plot) for the four types of decisions. Dashed
vertical lines refer to the baseline return of 2%.

ω1, 1st run Sell Hold cash Hold shares
Buy 9.6 10−2 2.3 10−5 8.8 10−10

Sell 3.7 10−2 1.7 10−4

Hold cash 2.9 10−2

ω1, 2nd run Sell Hold cash Hold shares
Buy 6.2 10−1 7.6 10−1 4.1 10−2

Sell 5.6 10−1 8.6 10−2

Hold cash 2.9 10−4

Table 3: Tests of the difference of distributions of ω1 among the subjects, conditional
on two given actions. The table reports the p-values of Mann-Whitney tests for each
possible pair of actions.
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5 Conclusion

We presented the results of a trading experiment in which the pricing function favours

early investment in a risky asset and no posterior trading. In our experimental markets

the subjects would make an almost certain gain of over 600% if they all bought shares

in the first period and held them until the end of the experiment.

However, market impact as defined in Eq. 4 acts de facto as a transaction cost which

erodes the earnings of the traders. Our subjects are made well aware of this mechanism.

Still, when they participate in the experiment for the first time, their trading activity

is so high that their profits average to almost zero. They are however found to fare

much better when they repeat the experiment as they earn 92% on average – which is

still much below the performance of the simple risk-neutral rational strategy outlined

above. We therefore find that, echoing Odean (Odean, 1999; Odean and Barber, 2011),

investors trade too much, even in an environment where trading is clearly detrimental

and buy-and-hold is an almost certain winning strategy (at variance with real markets

where there is nothing like a guaranteed average return of 2% per period). In line

with previous experimental results, we do observe some learning when the experiment

is repeated within the same market environment. However, we remark that financial

markets are evolving environments (e.g., due to the continuous arrival of new market

participants), which are far more complex than our artificial setup (e.g., assets’ returns

are unknown). This presumably makes learning in real conditions much more difficult

than in our stylized world. Therefore we believe that our results are potentially quite

important when translated into the real world: unwarranted individual decisions can

lead to a substantial loss of collective welfare, mediated by the mechanics of financial

markets. We leave the analysis of whether and how fast our artificial markets converge

to the optimal outcome and what would happen if shocks hit the system to future

research.

At the end of the experiment we collect data on traders’ risk attitude by means

of paired lottery choices à la Holt and Laury (2002). We observe that, overall, our

subjects are risk-averse and their relative risk aversion increases with the pay-off level

in a way that is quantitatively similar to the results reported in Holt and Laury (2002).

We then relate individual risk attitude with the results of the trading experiment and

we observe that the activity rate increases and the final wealth decreases with subjects’

preference for risk.

Moreover, in each period we also ask subjects to predict the next price of the asset.

This provides us with additional information about our controlled experimental market,

i.e. we have access not only to the decisions of each trader but also to their expectations.
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It is important to emphasize that this information would not be available in broker data.

In fact, knowing the expectation behind each decision of each trader – including the

decisions to do nothing – is one of the advantages of laboratory experiments compared

to empirical analysis of real data. Using this information, we confirm in Section 4.3

that the traders in our experiment have a contrarian nature, which, together with the

pattern of excessive trading, is one of the known features of individual traders in real

financial markets, as discussed in de Lachapelle and Challet (2010) and Challet and

de Lachapelle (2013). In particular, it seems that our subjects actively engaged in

trading in the attempt to “beat the market”, i.e. trying to make profits by buying the

asset when they expected the price to be low and selling the asset when they expected

the price to move upwards.

Contrary to what happens in real financial markets, we have not observed any

“leverage effect” (i.e. an increase of volatility after down moves). Although there is

a clear detrimental collective behaviour in all sessions of this experiment, we do not

witness any big crash or avalanche of selling orders that would result from a panic

mode. As we discuss in Section 4.1.2, the coordination amongst traders was actually

slightly stronger when buying than when selling, resulting in a positive skewness of

the returns. In order to induce crashes and study their dynamics, the duration of

the experiment could be expanded while the time available for each decision could be

reduced. The former would increase the probability of a sudden event by increasing the

number of trials and the amounts at stake, while the latter could contribute to higher

stress levels amongst subjects and increased sensitivity to price movements. However,

we believe that a more efficient way to generate panic and herding behaviour would be

to reduce the “normal” volatility level while and increasing the amplitude of “jumps” in

the bare return time series. Within the current setting, large fluctuations do not seem

surprising enough to trigger panic among our participants. Another idea, perhaps closer

to what happens in financial markets, would be to increase the impact of sell orders

and reduce the impact of buy orders when the price is high, mimicking the fact that

buyers are rarer when the price is high (on this point, see the recent results of Donier

and Bouchaud (2015b) on the Bitcoin). Other natural extensions of this experiment

would include the possibility of fraction orders and hedging, as well as short selling. We

leave these extensions and additional experimental designs to future research.
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Appendix

A Additional figures
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(a) Buying orders.
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(b) Selling orders.

Figure 17: Average maximum absolute value of the sum of the components of the
eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest eigenvalues. On the left we restrict
ourselves to buying orders, while the result for selling orders is shown on the right.
The first time step is excluded from the data set because we expect a natural bias
towards synchronization. The dashed horizontal lines around 0.3 corresponds to the
null hypothesis of completely uncorrelated actions.
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Figure 18: Screenshot
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B Estimation of risk aversion parameters

As in Holt and Laury (2002), we use the lottery choices of the subjects to calibrate the

utility function described in Eq. (5). In short, we apply a maximum-likelihood method

to find the parameters which maximize the probability that the observed lottery choices

are dictated by Eq. (5).

In this spirit, the first step we take is to model the probability PR
i that a subject

chooses the risky lottery out of the pair i of lotteries. As in Holt and Laury (2002), we

define

PR
i :=

E[UR
i ]

1
µ

E[UR
i ]

1
µ + E[US

i ]
1
µ

, (8)

where E[UR
i ] =

∑2
k=1 pkU

R
k is the expected utility of the risky lottery and E[US

i ] is the

expected utility of the safe lottery in the pair i. Each lottery has two possible outcomes

k = 1, 2, each with probability pk and utility Uk given by Eq. (5), parameterized by two

numbers α and r. The parameter µ is a real number which allows one to consider a range

of scenarios between equiprobable choices (µ = +∞) and utility maximization (µ→ 0).

This corresponds to the so called “logit rule” (see Bouchaud (2013) or Anderson et al.

(1992) for further details).

Secondly, we define the likelihood function

L(β, y) =
∏
i

(PR
i )yi · (1− PR

i )1−yi , (9)

where yi are the observed choices for each lottery pair, i.e. yi = 0 if the subject chose the

safe lottery and yi = 1 if he chose the risky lottery from pair i. In addition, β = [r, α, µ]

includes all the model parameters in Eq. (8).

This way, we have the log-likelihood function

log[L(β, y)] =
∑
i

yilog(PR
i ) + (1− yi)log(1− PR

i ). (10)

Finally, the last step is to find the model parameters that maximize Eq. (10). We

apply the Nelder-Mead algorithm (Nelder and Mead, 1965) and use the bias-corrected

and accelerated (BCa) bootstrap method (Efron, 1987) for 95% confidence intervals.

The results are summarized in Tab. 4. Quite remarkably, the values of the a-dimensional

parameters r and µ are found to be very close to those reported in Holt and Laury (2002)

for their lottery experiments (µ = 0.13, r = 0.27). In particular, our estimates imply

increasing relative risk aversion and decreasing absolute risk aversion.
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estimate confidence interval
α 0.106 [0.085, 0.130]
r 0.345 [0.263, 0.443]
µ 0.114 [0.101, 0.133]

Table 4: Parameters of Eq. (8) obtained via maximum-likelihood estimation and corre-
spondent 95% confidence intervals. We applied the Nelder-Mead algorithm to maximize
Eq. (10) and used the bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) bootstrap method for the
95% confidence intervals.
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